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remain secret, and bidders should choose
their individual
bids completely
independently from each other.

Cryptography
is traditionally
concerned with
two users, Alice and Bob, who want to communicate privately and authentically
over an insecure
channel, and in modern times engage in protocols
such as coin flipping over the telephone, contract
signing, and interactive zero-knowledge proofs.
Today, Alice and Bob are part of the internet,
The cryptographic
challenges involve n users
who want to perform arbitrary
interactive
and
probabilistic
computations
among themselves,
all the while keeping their local data secret.
Examples of such computations,
where secrecy
is an issue, include:
●

●

Bidding

fov

Contracts

Joint Data Base Computation:
Several data
bases would like to jointly compute queries
which depends on their joint data, without
showing each other their entire data base.
For example, each data base is a list of private names and the query is which (or how
many) names appear on all the lists.

●

Private

and

Secure

Data

Base

Acces~

A

client wants to ask queries of a database
without
the database
knowing what has
been asked and without the client learning
more than the query requested.

Elections
over the internet
The voters
would like to be able to verify that the votes
were tallied up correctly without revealing
individual votes. In addition, voters should
choose votes independently
from each other,
and the voting authorities
should ensure
that all votes are by legal voters.
Ekct ronic

●

●

A group of users would
like to be able to digitally sign documents
so that only if all of them (or at least a
number above threshold)
participate,
then
a signature can be produced.

●

Joint Decryption:
A group of users would
like to be able to decrypt messages only if all
of them (or at least a number above threshold) participate.
This is similar to Split
Key Escrow where trustees of the government hold a piece of every users secret decryption key, which would enable them to
decrypt users data if and only if they pool
their pieces together.

: Several

bidders bid for a work contract over the
network, so that the lowest bld verifiably
In addition, bids should
gets the contract.
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All of the above examples are special cases of
computation
problem:
the so called multi-party
How to compute any probabilistic function on n
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the adversary is polynomial time bounded,
whereas in [BGW, CCD] they are not. The
scheduling
of faults may be static or dynamic. In static scheduling
the faults are
fixed in advance, whereas in the dynamic
case, users can join the faulty coalition at
any time of the protocol depending on messages exchanged so far.
Generally,
it is
much harder to prove results in presence of
dynamic scheduling
of faults, unless one
assumes that non-faulty
processors erase
their memory at every round [BH]. Proving security for dynamic scheduling
without this simplifying assumption was recently
achieved by Canetti, Feige, Goldreich, and
Naor [CGFN].

inputs, in a distributed
network where each participant holds one of the inputs, ensuring independence of the inputs, correctness of the computation, and that no more information is revealed
to participants
in the computation
than can be
computed from a coalition of participants
inputs
and outputs.
Note that a trivial centralized
solution to this
problem would be to assume a trusted center (denoted by TC) exists, and have all users send their
inputs to TC to compute their respective outputs. We, however, do not trust any center, and
thus desire a distributed
solution where trust is
distributed.
The history of the multi-party
computation
problem is extensive since its introduction
by
Yao [Y] for n = 2 and by Goldreich, Micali, and
Wigderson [GMW2] for general n. I will survey
much of this work in the talk, but only mention
in brief a few directions of research in this short
note. My apologies for the many missing written
references.
The first question to consider is: who is the
adversary and what are his capabilities?
Several
adversaries have been considered in the litreature.
. The Passive adversary is a coalition of users
in the network, who participate
in the protocol without deviating from it except for
possibly deciding on their inputs together
rather than independent
of each other before the protocol starts.
The goal of the
passive adversary is to compute information
on inputs of participants
who are not part
of the coalition.
Originally, in [Y, GMW2]
the parties were polynomial time bounded.
In a line of work initiated by Ben Or, Goldwasser, and Wigderson [BGW] the computational limitations
on the adversary were
removed, but usere were assumed to be able
to communicate in pairs in perfect secrecy<
●

●

The Mobde adversary is a corrupt coalition
of users who may be either passive or Byzantine, with the property that at every round
of communication
of the protocol (for simplicity we only consider here a synchronous
network) a different set of users may make
up the coalition, with the restriction that at
most a fixed number t of users participate
in the corrupt coalition at every round. The
study of this adversary model was initiated
by Ostrovsky and Yung [OY].

●

The Coercing adversary who can force users
to choose their inputs in a way he favors,
was introduced in the context of electronic
elections by Benaloh and Tunistra [BT], and
generalized to arbitrary multi-party computation by Canetti and Genaro [CG].

The next question is how to define precisely
what we mean by a secure solution to the multiparty computation
problem.
Much effort by
Micali and Rogaway, Beaver, Goldwasser and
Levin, and Canetti [MR, B, GL, C] ha.% been
devoted to coming up with crisp definitions of
security for multi-party computation
whit-h capture the properties which emerge from the above
examples. The definition we will use is froln [GL]
and [C]. Informally, let TCSf denote the \ rusted
center solution (see above) for a particular probabilistic function j. An adversary against a 7Z’Sf
is a coalition of users users who can decide on

The Byzantine adversary is a coalition of
users in the network who can deviate from
the protocol in an arbitrary fashion depending on their inputs and messages received
in the protocol.
Again, in [Y, GMW2]
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their inputs before giving them to the trusted
center, and similarity can decide on their final
outputs after receiving their answers from the
trsuted center.
We call a multi-party
protocol
cofnputationaly
secure)
for ~ secure (respectively
for any of the adversary classes above, if for any
execution of the protocol and adversary in the
class, there exists an adversary against the TCSf
which could achieve the same (respectively polynomial time indistinguishable)
output distribution.
This definition implies the properties of
correctness, input independence and privacy that
emerged earlier in the examples.
Many parameters
of the network underlying
the multi-party
computation
have been considered. Notably, the “timing” of the network, the
number of users in a coalition, availability or
lack of broadcast channels.
Efficiency parameters considered include the number of rounds of
communication
necessary to complete the protocol, and the communication
complexity of secure computation
. Canetti and Rabin [CR] and
Ben-Or, Canetti and Goldreich [BCG] achieve
multi-party
computations
in asynchronous
networks whereas the original works focused on synchronous networks.
The question of whether a
broadcast channel is necessary or not was considered by Ben-or and Rabin [BR1 who showed that
the number of faults tolerated for general multiparty computation
can increase from a ~ minority to a mere minority, if a broadcast hannel was
available as a primitive. Franklin and Yung [FR]
initiated the study of the communication
complexity of unconditionally secure protocols.
The
number of rounds of communication
was studied
by Beaver and Bar Ilan [BI] and by Beaver, Micali and Rogaway in the computational
setting
[BMR].
What type of results have been shown?
The work is generally divided into two categories:

nels between pairs of users, make no computational assumption,
and achieve unconditionally secure privacy. The work of [CGFN]
essentially shows a general transformation
between results obtained in the perfect secret channel model into results that hold
in model without these assumption,
by introducing a special encryption functions for
sending messages between users over insecure channels.
Remarkably strong completeness theorems are
known for the general multi-party
computation
problem, as indicated in the many papers in the
bibfipgraphy.
Essentially, we know for all the adversary classes outlined above, how given the description of any n-input probabilistic function ~,
to automatically
construct a secure (resp. computationally
secure) multi-party
protocol for j,
as long as the number of total users n, and users
in a faulty colition obey n z ct + 1 for optimal
values of c z 2. The value of c changes depending on the adversary chss, type of security required (computational
or information theoretic),
and the parameters of the network, The results in
the computational
setting require various cryptographic assumptions such as the existence of oneway functions and oblivious transfer protocols.
The case of a coalition of half or more of faulty
users has been studied ([Y,C, BG,BL]), but it
seems much harder to solve in a completely satisfactory manner. The underlying problem in this
case is how to release the outputs of the computation via a slow probabilistic process, to prevent a
majority of faulty users to quit the protocol early
as soon as they compute their own outputs.
If
we assume that none oft he users stop early, Kilian shows under the assumption that a primitive
for oblivious transfer exists, how to achieve secure two party protocols, and [GL] show under
the same assumption how to achieve security for
n users with a faulty majority.

1. Results which make computational
assump
tions such as the existence of trapdoor functions, do not assume secure channels, and
achieve computational
security.

What are the tools and techniques
the solutions?

underlying

The beauty of multi-party
protocols is that
they use a rich body of tools and sub-protocols,
some of which developed especially for this application and some previously developed for the

2. Results which make physical assumptions
such ass the existence of perfect secret chan-
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[BR1]

cryptographic
non-distributed
setting. They include Zero-Knowledge
Proofs [GMR, GMW1],
Probabilistic
Encryption
[GM], error correcting
code representation
of data [BGW], various distributed
commitment
schemes, and Oblivious
Transfer [MRal, K, CK]. Most importantly,
secret sharing
and computing with shares of a seto achieving secure multicret is fundamental
party computation.
In particular,
the polynomial secret sharing of Shamir [Sh] in the case
of passive adversary is a corner stone in multiparty computations,
and the verifiable secret
sharing of Chor, Goldwasser, Micali and Awerbuch [CGMA, RB] plays an analogous role in the
Byzantine adversary case. Beautiful techniques
have been developed to compute on shares of secrets for the various secret sharing scheme, and
in essence such a technique is present in any work
on multi-party computation,
e.g. [GMW2, CCD,
BGW, BCC].
Whereas in the 80’s the focus of research was
to show the most general result possible yielding multi-party
protocol solutions fo any probabilistic function, any adversary class, and any
network constraints, the theme of the 90’s is different. Much of current work is to focus on e&cienf and non-interactive
solutions to special important problems such as joint-signatures,
jointdecryption, and secure and private data base access. Some of the new conceptual
issues that
researchers are currently tackling are the deniability of users actions in presence of a coercing
adversary and the anonymity of users.
We believe that the field of multi party computations is today where public-key cryptography
was ten years ago, namely an extremely powerful tool and rich theory whose real-life usage is at
this time only beginning but will become in the
future an integral part of our computing reality.
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